
From: Betty Chewning <betty.chewning@wisc.edu>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 6:17 PM 
To: Park Commission <pacommission@cityofmadison.com> 
Subject: FW: 4/13 Board of Parks Commissioners Meeting at 6 PM on zoom - Need to register to speak 
 

I would appreciate your sharing my letter to the Board of Parks Commissioners along with the wheelchair access ramp drawing 
by architect Lou Host Jablonski.   Thank you very much.   I didn’t know which would be easier for you to do so I attached the 
letter as well as printed it below.  Lou’s drawing is just here as a 1 page attachment. 
 
Thanks again. 
Betty Chewning 
 
Date: 4/12/202 
To: Board of Parks Commissioners 
From: Betty Chewning 
 
Dear Commissioners - I would like to encourage you to select Option 2 for the bike route as Parks Planner Ann 
Freiwald  originally proposed to the City Council and as she proposed again to the Transportation Commission a few weeks ago 
on  March 23rd 2022. Planner Ann Freiwald’s original bike path plan was extremely sensitive to safety issues and protected the 
special green space of the park. In my view she was brilliant.  
 
I would also appreciate your looking at the attached proposal for an ADA accessible entrance at the west end of the park.  Lou 
Host Jablonski, an architect from Design Coalition, created the design as a leader in ADA compliant architecture. We proposed 
this concept to City Engineering staff.  Chris Petykowski said Parks Department would need to do it, not City Engineering.  
 
Briefly, I would like to cover three main points about safety and then I’ll give my thoughts as an Olbrich Park User.  Lastly, I 
would like to share my perspective of the poll sample construction. 
 
1. Steep Park Entrance and Safety:  The pitch of the Lakeland Ave. entrance into the park is a  grade 8 descent. According to 
Parks Planner Ann Freiwald, no other Madison park has that steep entrance near space like Olbrich’s children’s 
playground.  Bikers enjoy their speed and power coming into the park.  They’ve been going up hills to get there, so this is 
especially fun to whoosh down. Over the years, people in the park have learned to be wary of elated bikers coming down the 
Lakeland entrance. No one wants to get hit.  Everyone relaxes when we step onto the park green space between Lakeland and 
lake Monona.  If routes 1 and 3 were chosen, that would change dramatically.  

2. Hybrid Bikes and Safety:  Hybrid bikes are heavier and can speed up to 28 mph legally.  They can be rented east, west and 
adjacent to the park by the biergarten, OBS/Garver and Monty’s Blue Plate.  Many more inexperienced “tourist” electric bike 
renters will be coming down the 8 grade Lakeland entrance.  
 
3. Bisecting the Park and Safety: Both routes 1 and 3 bisect the green space of the park. Ann Freiwald tells me that there are 
only two other parks which are bisected (Wingra and Brittingham). Neither part have an 8 grade entrance near a playground. I 
checked out Wingra and the bisection is minor. With the steeper descent, racing into the current green space is far more 
dangerous. 
 
If Option 1 is selected, close to the play ground and restroom then it interferes with safe transit for kids wandering between 
soccer fields and playground and restroom.  Toddlers suddenly will have to be controlled in case some bike comes silently 
close.  People in wheel chairs like my husband who already are vulnerable will have an increased sense of vulnerability with the 
heavy motorized bikes nearby.  The green space will be concretized even more on behalf of hybrid, racing and regular bikers.   
 
If Option 3 is selected, it will go near, if not through, the weekly drum circle and dancers who, bless their hearts, are in their 
own world of rhythm and ecstasy at times.  These are peaceful people.  Maybe they will just stop coming…although they 
represent a beautiful diversity of age, color, ethnicity, gender, disabilities, and health.  We usually seek shade in the weekly 
drumming in the warmer months so there are only so many places where the precious trees make that possible.  I must tell you 
crazy as it sounds we drummers were out there with our gloves and parkas when it was in the 30’s and sunny. Maybe you saw 
the State Journal picture this winter.  Under the trees you also find the picnics, frisbee tosses, etc. 

Caution: This email was sent from an external source. Avoid unknown links and attachments.  



If Option 2 is selected, bikers would have to get fat winter tires with their spikes as some have always done to bike up the 
Lakeland, or use the plowed streets as some have always done (and we suggested in Route 4) or take the Capitol trail route 
which will be plowed as some have always done. This latter makes so much more sense. In better weather, they will be able to 
see the lake from route 2 as they always have and they will not risk the safety of others who use the park throughout the 
seasons for a tremendously varied set of uses. 
 
Forgive me, but I am a fan of Aldo Leopold.  One of his quotes caught my attention when I was looking at the maps of the bike 
options.  The maps don’t show the users or activities in the park.  It  makes Olbrich look like a blank place waiting for a bike 
route down the middle. But this park IS FULL.  If one isn’t a user of the park yourself, you wouldn’t know it. One needs to use 
one’s imagination or visit when there is snow or warm weather.  Aldo Leopold in Sand County Almanac said, “To those devoid 
of imagination, a blank place on the map is a useless waste, to others, the most valuable part.”  We park users see Olbrich’s 
green space as invaluable just as it is. People from all over Madison and Monona come to run, picnic and play in undefined free 
space without worry and constant attention to avoid a speeding bike as we dance, wander, day dream, fly kites, drum, pray, 
jog, walk dogs, toddle………. If there were ever a time when we need this safe space for our mental health it is now.  
 
I come to this as a park user. True I rode my bike for 3 decades to the university.  At Tim Wong’s urging, I left the gingerbread 
house party I was hosting to testify to the city council in the ‘80’s to plow John Nolen Drive in winter.  I said to them that 
someone was going to be hurt if they didn’t.  And they did start plowing. I have been in 2 bike accidents (one where a car hit my 
bike and one where a bike hit my bike and broke my right arm).  I have some frost bike from biking.  I have loved my bike.  I get 
the thrill of hopping on it to travel.  However, at the same time I have used the park to teach my frightened daughter to ride a 
bike, pushed my husband in a wheel chair up and down that dangerous 8 grade pitch, and walked contemplatively on the 
shores when Larry died. I bring the full set of experiences I think.  Because options 1 and 3 uniquely bisect the park with the 8 
grade pitch near the playground and other park users, the park becomes a greatly diminished space when viewed from the 
perspective of the person who comes to the park as a destination to RELAX  and try to regain our bearings as I have.  
 
This is very, very different from the perspective of me as the biker in transit through the park to get to another  destination (and 
not infrequently LATE). The park is a nice addition to ride through as part of the transportation system without cars.  But I 
would just as soon have the path be fast through the park, which route 2 is. While bikers savor the ride through the park for its 
safety from cars, ironically to the park user on foot, bikers are like our “car” to avoid. The hybrid bikes are the perfect image for 
that.  And the greenspace further is diminished by expanding the concrete for the moving vehicles. 
 
This brings me to my last point – in addition to thanking you for reading this far if you have.  The City Engineering poll seems to 
holds a great deal of sway. I fear that the Parks Commissioners are feeling  pressure from the poll results. For that reason, I 
want to take a minute and share something about my professional life. I am a social scientist at the university and have directed 
two research centers across 3 decades and am on the Board for the University of Wisconsin Survey Center.  The City 
Engineering Department did not design a sample or set of questions which are objective from the perspective of Park users. 
They were designed for bikers.  Park design is being framed within a transportation agenda which is in conflict with Park Design 
process. The City Engineering Department raised the bike route issue in the context of its Atwood Reconstruction project which 
focuses on bike safety with respect to cars. The poll can be viewed as primarily sampling bikers about their perspectives of how 
to get a plowed path for winter biking through Olbrich as close to the lake as possible. When City Engineering decided to do a 
poll, they decided to sample about 1000 households within 3-4 blocks of Atwood Avenue.  They wanted feedback on an issue 
on Walters St. and also the bike path.  They sent an invitation card to the eastern end of SASY where Olbrich Park is 
located.  The remainder of the 1,000 went to Eastmoreland, Lake Edge, and parts of Monona. The rest of SASY, Marquette 
neighborhoods were irrelevant for their purpose in spite of the runners, walkers, dog walkers, children playing soccer who 
come from these neighborhoods……because park users were irrelevant.  City Engineering Department also automatically shares 
these announcements with the city Bike Newsletter which has 1100 biker subscribers which brings us to the starting 2100 
sample.  But it gets even more skewed.  Members of this group include leaders of major bike advocacy organizations and blogs 
who immediately messaged their subscribers. This is such an obvious point that I hate to say it again, but you as the Park 
Commissioners can see the poll results primarily as the preference of bikers. As much as a neighborhood like SASY might want 
to reach people through its list serve I can tell you I, who am on the SASY Council and chair of the Transportation Committee, 
did not see an announcement from SASY.  You might think we would have heard from our alder who we inherited in January, 
but most don’t know who he is let alone be on his blog which he inherited from an earlier alder who I also did not hear from. By 
the way, I’m now on his blog. I asked Ann Freiwald if the city has a Parks newsletter with subscribers similar to the bike 
newsletter. She said no, Parks does not.  This frankly puts the Parks Department and the Board of Parks Commission in a very 
difficult position.  
 
When the City Engineering Department convened a Public Information Meeting (PIM) on March 22nd it was on zoom and the 
above sample of people was invited with the above mailed cards to the meeting.  Not surprisingly, it was completely dominated 



by one user group - bikers.  A few of us from SASY had generated a 4th route which Chris agreed to post as part of the choices 
being voted on.  We were pleased and grateful.  However, when we asked if we could make a presentation at the beginning of 
the meeting to foster dialogue, Chris said no.  We asked if we could put a brief video up by the poll which displayed the maps of 
the routes to explain more about route 4 and the varied uses of the park.  Chris said no.  We asked if we could share our 
screens and show our maps when we raised our hands with questions and comments at the PIM.  Chris said no.  One of my 
other areas of expertise as a professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison is stakeholder engagement.  The idea is to 
involve the diverse group of stakeholders to participate in planning interventions which will affect them.  I did not see 
stakeholder engagement.  No neighborhood meeting was held in SASY where the park resides, unless you call the PIM one.  By 
my calculation SASY which would have brought a park perspective constituted about 11% of the invitees to the PIM.    
 
The City Engineering and political bike advocates are powerful.  But the truth is that the Board of Parks Commissioners is more 
powerful than City Engineering in this amazing instance. You get to decide which route to pick….not the City Council, not a City 
Engineering Committee, not the Transportation Commission, not the mayor.  I honestly think everyone was surprised about 
that. I’m very proud that the Board of Parks Commissioners gets to pick.  It is probably by now you have already been lobbied 
by your favorite source of information and my letter is a burden.  I honestly hope not. I needed to know that I did my best to 
present the perspective that I see as someone who was a Parks Commissioner (and amazingly for a year chair) and has lived and 
loved this park for 50 years.  I became interested in parks in England when I realized that no park would be there if someone 
hadn’t advocated for them. So I have tried to think globally while acting locally for parks. 
 
I will talk for my 3 minutes on the 13th along with many others.  Please know that as I talk I will send you my very best 
thoughts.  Please be well.  Again, thanks for reading this and looking at the attachment. 
Betty 
 
ATTACHMENT #1 
Date: 4/12/202 
To: Board of Parks Commissioners 
From: Betty Chewning 
 
Dear Commissioners - I would like to encourage you to select Option 2 for the bike route as Parks 
Planner Ann Freiwald  originally proposed to the City Council and as she proposedagain to the 
Transportation Commission a few weeks ago on  March 23rd 2022. Planner Ann Freiwald’s original bike 
path plan was extremely sensitive to safety issues and protected the special green space of the park. In 
my view she was brilliant.  
 
I would also appreciate your looking at the attached proposal for an ADA accessible entrance at the west 
end of the park.  Lou Host Jablonski, an architect from Design Coalition, created the design as a leader in 
ADA compliant architecture. We proposed this concept to City Engineering staff.  Chris Petykowski said 
Parks Department would need to do it, not City Engineering.  
 
Briefly, I would like to cover three main points about safety and then I’ll give my thoughts as an Olbrich 
Park User.  Lastly, I would like to share my perspective of the poll sample construction. 
 
1. Steep Park Entrance and Safety:  The pitch of the Lakeland Ave. entrance into the park is a  grade 8 
descent. According to Parks Planner Ann Freiwald, no other Madison park has that steep entrance near 
space like Olbrich’s children’s playground.  Bikers enjoy their speed and power coming into the 
park.  They’ve been going up hills to get there, so this is especially fun to whoosh down. Over the years, 
people in the park have learned to be wary of elated bikers coming down the Lakeland entrance. No one 
wants to get hit.  Everyone relaxes when we step onto the park green space between Lakeland and lake 
Monona.  If routes 1 and 3 were chosen, that would change dramatically.  
 



2. Hybrid Bikes and Safety:  Hybrid bikes are heavier and can speed up to 28 mph legally.  They can be 
rented east, west and adjacent to the park by the biergarten, OBS/Garver and Monty’s Blue Plate.  Many 
more inexperienced “tourist” electric bike renters will be coming down the 8 grade Lakeland entrance.  
 
3. Bisecting the Park and Safety: Both routes 1 and 3 bisect the green space of the park. Ann Freiwald 
tells me that there are only two other parks which are bisected (Wingra and Brittingham). Neither part 
have an 8 grade entrance near a playground. I checked out Wingra and the bisection is minor. With the 
steeper descent, racing into the current green space is far more dangerous. 
 
If Option 1 is selected, close to the play ground and restroom then it interferes with safe transit for kids 
wandering between soccer fields and playground and restroom.  Toddlers suddenly will have to be 
controlled in case some bike comes silently close.  People in wheel chairs like my husband who already 
are vulnerable will have an increased sense of vulnerability with the heavy motorized bikes nearby.  The 
green space will be concretized even more on behalf of hybrid, racing and regular bikers.   
 
If Option 3 is selected, it will go near, if not through, the weekly drum circle and dancers who, bless their 
hearts, are in their own world of rhythm and ecstasy at times.  These are peaceful people.  Maybe they 
will just stop coming…although they represent a beautiful diversity of age, color, ethnicity, gender, 
disabilities, and health.  We usually seek shade in the weekly drumming in the warmer months so there 
are only so many places where the precious trees make that possible.  I must tell you crazy as it sounds 
we drummers were out there with our gloves and parkas when it was in the 30’s and sunny. Maybe you 
saw the State Journal picture this winter.  Under the trees you also find the picnics, frisbee tosses, etc. 
If Option 2 is selected, bikers would have to get fat winter tires with their spikes as some have always 
done to bike up the Lakeland, or use the plowed streets as some have always done (and we suggested in 
Route 4) or take the Capitol trail route which will be plowed as some have always done. This latter 
makes so much more sense. In better weather, they will be able to see the lake from route 2 as they 
always have and they will not risk the safety of others who use the park throughout the seasons for a 
tremendously varied set of uses. 
 
Forgive me, but I am a fan of Aldo Leopold.  One of his quotes caught my attention when I was looking 
at the maps of the bike options.  The maps don’t show the users or activities in the park.  It  makes 
Olbrich look like a blank place waiting for a bike route down the middle. But this park IS FULL.  If one 
isn’t a user of the park yourself, you wouldn’t know it. One needs to use one’s imagination or visit when 
there is snow or warm weather.  Aldo Leopold in Sand County Almanac said, “To those devoid of 
imagination, a blank place on the map is a useless waste, to others, the most valuable part.”  We park 
users see Olbrich’s green space as invaluable just as it is. People from all over Madison and Monona 
come to run, picnic and play in undefined free space without worry and constant attention to avoid a 
speeding bike as we dance, wander, day dream, fly kites, drum, pray, jog, walk dogs, toddle………. If 
there were ever a time when we need this safe space for our mental health it is now.  
 
I come to this as a park user. True I rode my bike for 3 decades to the university.  At Tim Wong’s urging, I 
left the gingerbread house party I was hosting to testify to the city council in the ‘80’s to plow John 
Nolen Drive in winter.  I said to them that someone was going to be hurt if they didn’t.  And they did 
start plowing. I have been in 2 bike accidents (one where a car hit my bike and one where a bike hit my 
bike and broke my right arm).  I have some frost bike from biking.  I have loved my bike.  I get the thrill 
of hopping on it to travel.  However, at the same time I have used the park to teach my frightened 
daughter to ride a bike, pushed my husband in a wheel chair up and down that dangerous 8 grade pitch, 
and walked contemplatively on the shores when Larry died. I bring the full set of experiences I 



think.  Because options 1 and 3 uniquely bisect the park with the 8 grade pitch near the playground and 
other park users, the park becomes a greatly diminished space when viewed from the perspective of the 
person who comes to the park as a destination to RELAX  and try to regain our bearings as I have.  
 
This is very, very different from the perspective of me as the biker in transit through the park to get to 
another  destination (and not infrequently LATE). The park is a nice addition to ride through as part of 
the transportation system without cars.  But I would just as soon have the path be fast through the park, 
which route 2 is. While bikers savor the ride through the park for its safety from cars, ironically to the 
park user on foot, bikers are like our “car” to avoid. The hybrid bikes are the perfect image for that.  And 
the greenspace further is diminished by expanding the concrete for the moving vehicles. 
 
This brings me to my last point – in addition to thanking you for reading this far if you have.  The City 
Engineering poll seems to holds a great deal of sway. I fear that the Parks Commissioners are feeling  
pressure from the poll results. For that reason, I want to take a minute and share something about my 
professional life. I am a social scientist at the university and have directed two research centers across 3 
decades and am on the Board for the University of Wisconsin Survey Center.  The City Engineering 
Department did not design a sample or set of questions which are objective from the perspective of 
Park users. They were designed for bikers.  Park design is being framed within a transportation agenda 
which is in conflict with Park Design process. The City Engineering Department raised the bike route 
issue in the context of its Atwood Reconstruction project which focuses on bike safety with respect to 
cars. The poll can be viewed as primarily sampling bikers about their perspectives of how to get a 
plowed path for winter biking through Olbrich as close to the lake as possible. When City Engineering 
decided to do a poll, they decided to sample about 1000 households within 3-4 blocks of Atwood 
Avenue.  They wanted feedback on an issue on Walters St. and also the bike path.  They sent an 
invitation card to the eastern end of SASY where Olbrich Park is located.  The remainder of the 1,000 
went to Eastmoreland, Lake Edge, and parts of Monona. The rest of SASY, Marquette neighborhoods 
were irrelevant for their purpose in spite of the runners, walkers, dog walkers, children playing soccer 
who come from these neighborhoods……because park users were irrelevant.  City Engineering 
Department also automatically shares these announcements with the city Bike Newsletter which has 
1100 biker subscribers which brings us to the starting 2100 sample.  But it gets even more skewed.  
Members of this group include leaders of major bike advocacy organizations and blogs who immediately 
messaged their subscribers. This is such an obvious point that I hate to say it again, but you as the Park 
Commissioners can see the poll results primarily as the preference of bikers. As much as a neighborhood 
like SASY might want to reach people through its list serve I can tell you I, who am on the SASY Council 
and chair of the Transportation Committee, did not see an announcement from SASY.  You might think 
we would have heard from our alder who we inherited in January, but most don’t know who he is let 
alone be on his blog which he inherited from an earlier alder who I also did not hear from. By the way, 
I’m now on his blog. I asked Ann Freiwald if the city has a Parks newsletter with subscribers similar to 
the bike newsletter. She said no, Parks does not.  This frankly puts the Parks Department and the Board 
of Parks Commission in a very difficult position.  
 
When the City Engineering Department convened a Public Information Meeting (PIM) on March 22nd it 
was on zoom and the above sample of people was invited with the above mailed cards to the meeting.  
Not surprisingly, it was completely dominated by one user group - bikers.  A few of us from SASY had 
generated a 4th route which Chris agreed to post as part of the choices being voted on.  We were 
pleased and grateful.  However, when we asked if we could make a presentation at the beginning of the 
meeting to foster dialogue, Chris said no.  We asked if we could put a brief video up by the poll which 
displayed the maps of the routes to explain more about route 4 and the varied uses of the park.  Chris 



said no.  We asked if we could share our screens and show our maps when we raised our hands with 
questions and comments at the PIM.  Chris said no.  One of my other areas of expertise as a professor at 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison is stakeholder engagement.  The idea is to involve the diverse 
group of stakeholders to participate in planning interventions which will affect them.  I did not see 
stakeholder engagement.  No neighborhood meeting was held in SASY where the park resides, unless 
you call the PIM one.  By my calculation SASY which would have brought a park perspective constituted 
about 11% of the invitees to the PIM.    
 
The City Engineering and political bike advocates are powerful.  But the truth is that the Board of Parks 
Commissioners is more powerful than City Engineering in this amazing instance. You get to decide which 
route to pick….not the City Council, not a City Engineering Committee, not the Transportation 
Commission, not the mayor.  I honestly think everyone was surprised about that. I’m very proud that the 
Board of Parks Commissioners gets to pick.  It is probably by now you have already been lobbied by your 
favorite source of information and my letter is a burden.  I honestly hope not. I needed to know that I 
did my best to present the perspective that I see as someone who was a Parks Commissioner (and 
amazingly for a year chair) and has lived and loved this park for 50 years.  I became interested in parks in 
England when I realized that no park would be there if someone hadn’t advocated for them. So I have 
tried to think globally while acting locally for parks. 
 
I will talk for my 3 minutes on the 13th along with many others.  Please know that as I talk I will send you 
my very best thoughts.  Please be well.  Again, thanks for reading this and looking at the attachment. 
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